PROJECTION
GUIDE
REQUIREMENTS, IDEAS, AND TIPS

USE OF PROJECTIONS
QUICK FACTS

OVERVIEW

Format: Quicktime movie file
Ratio: 16:9
Bring your projection file on a USB
At every venue, Wakakirri hires a projector
to project a movie/video onto a white
curtain at the rear of the stage (called a
cyc).
Schools can use this projector to create
digital backdrops for the scenes in their
story-dance performance.

FORMAT

To use projection in a story-dance
performance, schools need to create a
Quicktime movie/video file combined
with a soundtrack and bring it to
Performance Day on a USB drive.

EDITING

Use any type of video editing equipment
that you have access to. iMovie and
Moviemaker are examples of easy
programs to use (often pre-installed on
most computers).
It doesn’t matter what program you use,
as long as you can export the finished
video as a high quality, low compressed,
Quicktime movie file with a good quality
soundtrack.

SOUND
TRACK

It is advised that once you have finalised
the soundtrack for your story-dance, you
add it to your video projection.
Adding your soundtrack to your
projection means that you can
synchronise the images to match the
songs. The scenes will change
automatically with music as the story
unfolds.

COPYRIGHT

Any images or video used in your
projection must be original or have
permission to use them from the owner.
Do not use footage stolen from
commercially released movies or the
internet as you will be in breach of
copyright laws and banned from using
them in your performance.
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INFORMATION

IDEAS & TIPS
1. Projections are an excellent and low
cost way to replace sets or props and
enhance the telling of your story.
2. Excessive moving images can distract
from your performance. Even though
your projection is a movie, that doesn’t
mean the images have to ‘move.’ e.g.
If your performance is set in a forest
your projection could be a still image
of trees. Your whole projection could
be a series of still images with each
image representing a different ‘scene’.
3. Moving images used in moderation or
in clever ways can be very effective
e.g. Your image of the forest could
gently sway in the wind or rain could
begin to fall. Animation can also be
used in your projection to enhance the
way the characters perform on stage.
4. Stage lighting can affect how bright
the projection seems i.e. The brighter
the stage lighting the harder it is to
see the projected image. Dark images
(e.g. a dark forest) are easier to see
under bright lights than light images
(e.g. a sandy beach).
5. Do not use a powerpoint presentation
for your projection as this cannot be
played in the equipment used at our
theatres.
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EXAMPLES OF
CLEVER WAYS TO
USE PROJECTIONS
A performer is writing a
text message on a phone
on stage and the text
appears on the projection.
The performers on stage
are holding up signs
saying ‘save the whales’
and the projection behind
them is of the same sign
making it easy for the
audience to read.
A scene opens up to an
animation of cars, buses
and people riding bikes
projected
onto
the
background to create a
busy
street
as
the
performers move across
the stage.
A performer opens up a
photo album, as they turn
the page pictures of the
character’s
memories
appear on the backdrop
from behind for the
audience to see, reflecting
the
mood
that
is
expressed
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